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Abstract. Let C[0, T ] denote Wiener space, i.e., the space of all continuous

functions n{t) on [0, T] such that n(0) = 0. For Q = [0, 5] x [0, T]
let C{Q) denote Yeh-Wiener space, i.e., the space of all R-valued continuous

functions x{s, t) on Q such that x{0, t) = x{s, 0) = 0 for all (5, t) in

Q . For h 6 1.2(G) 'et Z{x; s, t) be the Gaussian process denned by the

stochastic integral

Z{x;s,t)= I    I   h{u,v)dx{u,v).
Jo Jo

Then for appropriate functionals F and 1// we show that the operator-valued

function space integral

{Ihx{F)y,){V{-)) = Ex[F{rl'*Z{x;•,•) + n{-)M^l'2Z{x; S, ■) + *(•))]

is the unique solution of a Kac-Feynman Wiener integral equation. We also use

this integral equation to evaluate various Yeh-Wiener integrals.

1. Introduction

For Q = [0, S]x[0, 7] let C(Q) denote Yeh-Wiener space. Yeh[12] defined
a Gaussian measure my on C(Q) (later modified in [13]) such that as a stochas-

tic process {x(s, t): (s, t) e Q} has mean E[x(s, t)] = Jc,Q)x(s, t)my(dx) =

0 and covariance E[x(s,t)x(u,v)] = xnin{s ,u}xnin{t,v} . Let Cu, = C[0, 7]

denote the standard Wiener space on [0,7] with Wiener measure mw . For

0 < 5 < S, let Qs = [s, S] x [0, 7 ]. The corresponding Yeh-Wiener space is

denoted by C(QS) and we use my for the Yeh-Wiener measure on C(Q) as
well as on C(Qs). The same convention holds in the one time-parameter case.
We also need C*(Q), the space of R-valued continuous functions x(s, t) on

Q such that x(-, 0) = 0.
Consider the operator-valued integral in function space h(F) = h,[o,T](F)
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which takes the function y/ into the function Ix(F)y whose value at c; e R is

(Ix(F)y,)(Z)= I        F(X-x/2x + ZMX-x'2x(T) + Z)mw(dx)
(1.1) JC[0,T]

= EX[F(X-X'2x + i)y/(X-x'2x(T) + £)]       (X > 0).

A very important class of functions in quantum mechanics consists of func-

tions on C[0, 7 ] of the type

F(x) = exp|y"   6(s,x(s))ds\,

where 6: [0, 7] x R - C.
In fact, it is well known that if 6(s, u) is bounded and continuous on

[0, 7]xR, then the operator IX(F) transforms L2[0, 7] into L2[0, 7]. Fur-

thermore, if we define

F,ix) = exp I f  d(s,x(s))dsi       (0<t<T),

then the function

G(t,Z,X) = (IxAt,T](Ft)ys)(c:)

satisfies the Kac-Feynman integral equation

G(t,Z,X)

If 8 is sufficiently smooth, then this equation implies the backwards diffusion

equation

1 d2G     dG    an    _

2l^+a7 + ̂  = 0
with the boundary condition

lim G(t,Z,X) = y(i).
t-*T~

The celebrated paper [4] by Cameron and Storvick considered the operator-

valued function space integral Ix(F) = Ix,q(F) which maps the functional y/

into the functional h(F)y/ whose value at r\(-) e C[0, 7] is given by

(1.2)

(h(F)y/)(n(-)) = [     F(X~xl2x(-, •) + n(-))y/(X-xl2x(S, ■) + n(-))my(dx)
JC{Q)

= Ex[F(X~xl2x(., ■) + r,(.))ip(X-xl2x(S, ■) + n(-))]       (X > 0).

In particular, if

(1.3) Fs(x(-,')) = explj  6(o,x(o,-))do\,
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then

(h,&(Fs)w)(v(-))

(1.4) =[      Fs(X-x'2x(-,.) + n(-))y/(X-x'2x(S,-) + r](-))my(dx)
JC{Qs)

= EX[FS(X-X'2x(-, ■) + n(-))y/(X-x'2x(S, ■) + r,(-))\x(s, •) = 0].

One of the main results of Cameron and Storvick in [4] can be stated as

follows:

Theorem A (Cameron and Storvick). Let d(o, x(o, •)) be bounded and con-

tinuous on [0, S] x [0, T], and let y/(yw(-) + n(-)) be Wiener integrable in w

for each y > 0 and each n e C[0, 7]. For X > 0 and p = X~xl2, let Fs(x)
and G(s, //(•)) = (/;i,<2s(Fs)y)(>/(-)) be defined by (1.3) and (1.4), respectively.
Then G(s, n(-)) satisfies the Kac-Feynman Wiener integral equation

(1.5)
G(s, n(-)) = Ew[y/(pyfS^~sw(.) + n(-))\

+ j Ew[6(o, pyfa-sw(-) + n(-))G(o, py/o-sw(-) + n(-))]do.

Remark. Equation (1.5) is slightly different from the equation given by Cameron

and Storvick. The reason is that while they used the original "old" Yeh-Wiener
process with covariance E[x(s, t)x(u, v)] = ^min^, «}min{j, v}, we used
the standard Yeh-Wiener process given earlier in the introduction.

In this paper we generalize and extend considerably the results in [4]. In

particular we replace the Yeh-Wiener process x(s, t) with the Gaussian pro-
cess Z(x; s, t). Moreover our proofs are much simpler because we employ

probabilistic techniques extensively.

2. The operator-valued integral 7?(F)

For each h e L2(Q) and X > 0, consider the operator-valued integral

Ix(F) = /* q(F) which transforms the functional y/ into the functional

I^(F)y/ whose value at n(-) e C[0, T] is given by

(Ihx(F)ip)(n(-))

= I     F \X-XI2 f   I h(u, v)dx(u, v) + »(■))
JC{Q)       \ JO   Jo J

•y/lx-x/2       /   h(u,v)dx(u,v) + n(-)\my(dx)

= EX  f(x~x'2J j h(u,v)dx(u,v) + n(-)\

>y> U~l/2 j f h(u,v)dx(u,v)+ *(■)]   .
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Since J0* jQ' 1 dx(u, v) — x(~, *), the Cameron-Storvick operator-valued inte-

gral h(F) given by (1.2) is a special case of /*(F) with h = 1 on Q, i.e.,

Ix(F) = Ix(F). For notational simplicity, we define

Z(x;s,t) = Zh(x;s,t)= f  f h(u,v)dx(u,v),       x e C(Q), (s, t) e Q.
Jo Jo

Thus, Z(x; •, ■) is a stochastic integral which is a Gaussian process with mean

0 and covariance

ft't'     rs's'

E[Z(x;s,t)Z(x;s',t')]= /      h2(u,v)dudv,
Jo    Jo

where t~t' = xnin{t, t'}. Since the covariance function of Z(x; •, •) is contin-
uous, we may assume that almost every sample path of Z(x; •, •) is in C(Q)

[7, p. 157]. Obviously Z(x; •, •) has independent increments, and in terms of
Z, (2.1) becomes

(2.2) (lZ(F)y,)(n(-)) = Ex[F(X~x/2Z(x; -, .) + n(.))y,(X-xl2Z(x; S, -) + n(-))].

Let sf(C[0, 7]) be the class of functionals y/ on C[0, 7] such that

y/(^k(u)dw(u) + n(-)) is Wiener integrable in w over C[0, 7] for every

k e L2[0, 7] and n e C[0, 7]. Our first objective is to show that under
suitable assumptions on F, and for X > 0,

Ihx(F):sf(C[0,T])^sf(C[0,T]).

As usual, two Gaussian processes are said to be equivalent if they have iden-
tical mean and covariance functions. We start with the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let h e L2(Q) and k e L2[0, 7]. Let x be the Yeh-Wiener process
on Q, and let w be the standard Wiener process on [0, 7 ]. If x and w are

independent, then for each p>0, the two processes pZ(x; S, •)+fQk(u)dw(u)

and fQp(v)dwx(v) are equivalent, where wx is the standard Wiener process on

[0, 7] and p(v) = [p2 J*h2(u,v)du + k2(v)]1*2.

Proof. The two processes are Gaussian processes on [0,7] with mean zero
and identical covariance. Thus, they are equivalent Gaussian processes.

Theorem 1. Let F be a bounded functional, continuous in the uniform topology
on C*(Q). Then for each X > 0 and h e L2(Q), 7*(F) maps sf(C[0, 7])
into sf(C[0, 7]).

Proof. Let y/ e ^(C[0, 7]) and \F\ < M. We need to show that (I^(F)y/) •

(Jo ^(M) dw(u) + n(-)) is Wiener integrable in w over C[0, 7] for every k e
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L2[0, 7] and n e C[0, 7]. Now, with p = X~1'2 ,

Ew    (Ihx(F)y/) (j k(u)dw(u) + n(-)j

<EW Ux   F IpZ(x;',')+[ k(u)dw(u) + n(-)\

■ y, \pZ(x>S,-)+Jo k(u)dw(u) + n(.))    J

^MfJfJ V(pZ(x;S,-) +j^k(u)dw(u) + n(-)\    j

= MEWl    y,lj(p2JSh2(u,v)du + k2(v))     dwx(v) + n(-)\     ,

where the last equality follows from Lemma 1. Since yi e sf(C[0, 7]), the
last expression is finite, and hence the proof is complete.

Next we compute I%(F)y/ for a given function F which is continuous but
is not bounded.

Example 1. Let (S{, Tx) G (0, S) x (0, 7] and let F(x) = exp{jc(Si ,7.)}.
Then for y/ e j^(C[0, 7]), he L2(Q), and X > 0 we obtain that

(lZ(F)y,)(t1(.))= [     exp IX-''2 P [* hdx + n(Ti))
JC(Q) \ Jo     Jo J

•y/ix-1'1 I ' / hdx + n(Ti)\my(dx)

-(2.)- /Bexp{^(ff^"2U, + „r,,44}

•^(^(rr*2)"2"'
+ k~xl\CIII   ui + i(TxnduidUx

=i _±_rf_i_r
f     ,   ,                 X(vx-n(Tx))2    X(v2-vi)2\

■      ^(u2)exp<t;1-T   I-*-£—rJ-}dv2dvx.
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Example 2. Choosing F(x) = exp{x(S, 7i)} and proceeding as above we ob-

tain that

CtfdWOKO)« (-£s-)      fw(v)aj>[v-X{v''T,,{Tl))2)dv.
U/rf'JoM     h"       \ 2tfj0shi   j

3. The operator l\ n(Fs) and an integral equation

Let Z(x; s, t) be as before, and let Fs be given by (1.3) so that

(3.1) Fs(Z(x)) = Fs(Z(x;*,')) = explj 6(o, Z(x; o, -))da\

(0 < 5 < S). Define the operator /^(Fj) with p = X~xl2 , X > 0, by

(32)  tftftWWM'))
= E[Fs(pZ(x;*,-) + n(-))y,(pZ(x;S,-) + n(.))\Z(x;s,-) = 0).

We start with the following lemma whose proof is immediate by checking the

mean and covariance functions.

Lemma 2. Let h e L2(Q) and let x be a Yeh-Wiener process on Q. Let

0<s<o<S. Then Z(x; a, •) -Z(x; s, ■) and /„'(//h2(u,v)du)x'2dw(v)
are equivalent processes, where w is a standard Wiener process on [0, 7].

We are now ready to establish the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let 8(s, w(')) be a bounded function on [0, S] x C[0, T], and

continuous in (s, w(-)) in the uniform topology for w . Let y/ e sf(C[0, 7]),

A>0, and p = X~xl2. Let Fs(Z(x)) and I^&(Fs)y/ be defined by (3.1) and

(3.2), respectively. Then, for each n e C[0, T], the function

(3.3) G(s, r,(-)) = (llQs(Fs)W)(r,(-))

satisfies the Kac-Feynman Wiener integral equation

(3'4)

G(s,n(-)) = EW   y/lpj  IJ  h2(u,v)du\      dw(v) + n(-) j

+ f Ew   (d-G)(o,p[ (["h2(u,v)du\     dw(v) + n(-U   do,

where (6 • G)(u, v) = 6(u, v)G(u, v).

Proof. Since Fs(Z(x)) = exp{// 6(o, Z(x; o, -))da}, it follows that

j-$Fs(pZ(x) + n) = -d(s, pZ(x;s,-) + n(-))Fs(pZ(x) + n).

Integrate over [s, S] to obtain

1 -Fs(pZ(x) + ») = -J  Q(°, pZ(x;o,-) + n(-))Fa(pZ(x) + n)do.
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Multiply each member by yi(pZ(x; S, •) + ?/(•)) and take the conditional ex-

pectation with conditioning Z(x; s, 0) = 0 to obtain

Ex\yi(pZ(x;S,-) + n(-))\Z(x; s, ■) = 0]-G(s, //(•))

(3-5) =-[ Ex[d(e,pZ(x;e,-) + v('))Fa(pZ(x) + ri)

■y/(PZ(x;S,-) + n('))\Z(x;s,-) = 0]do.

Noting that for 0 < s < o < S, Z(x; a, •) - Z(x; s, •) and Z(x; s, •) are

independent processes, it follows from (3.5) that

(3.6)

Ex[y/(p{Z(x ;S,-)-Z(x;s,.)} + n(-))] - G(s, *(•))

= - J Ex[6(o,p{Z(x;o,-)-Z(x;s,-)} + n(-))

■F„(p{F(x;*,.)-Z(x;s, •)} + *(.))

■y/(p{Z(x;S,-)-Z(x;s,-)} + n(-))]do

= - j Ex[6(o, p{Z(x;o,-)-Z(x;s,-)} + n(-))

■ Fa(p{Z(x ;*,-)- Z(x; o,-) + Z(x; o ,■) - Z(x; s, •)} + n(-))

• y/(p{Z(x; S, -) - Z(x; a, -) + Z(x; o, -) - Z(x; s, •)} + n(-))]do.

Checking the definition of Fs(Z(x; *, •)) given by (3.1), we see that the value

of ' *' ranges between 5 and S. Accordingly, the value of * in the expression

Fa(pZ(x; *, •) + n(-)) ranges between a and S. Thus, Z(x; *, -)-Z(x; a, •)

and Z(x; a, •) - Z(x; s, •) appearing in the last expression of (3.6) are inde-
pendent. Upon applying Lemma 2, we may rewrite (3.6) in the form

(3'7)

Ew   y/lpj IJ h2(u,v)du\     dw(v) + n(-)\    - G(s, n(-))

= -J EX\EW   eU,pJ  (f h2(u,v)du\      dw(v) + n(-))

■Fa \p{Z(x; *, -)-Z(x; a, •)}

+p /   ( /   h2(u, v)du j     dw(v) + n(-)\

■y/ [p{Z(x;S, -)-Z(x;a, •)}

+p /   (/   h2(u, v)du\     dw(v) + n(-)\   \ do.
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Using the Fubini theorem to switch the order of the inner integrations on the

right-hand side of (3.7), and then recognizing the resulting expression as a con-

ditional expectation, we may write (3.7) in the form

(3.8)

Ew   y/lpj  IJ h2(u,v)du\     dw(v) + n(-)\    -G(s,n(-))

= -j*Ewh(cr,pjo (^j°h2(u,v)dit)     dw(v) + n(.)\

-Ex  FalpZ(x;*,-) + pj (J h2(u,v)du\     dw(v) + n(-))

•y/lpZ(x;S,-) + p j (J h2(u,v)du\     dw(v) + n(-)\

\Z(x;a, -) = 0      do.

Using (3.2) and (3.3), (3.8) becomes

Ew   ylpjo  (j\2(u,v)du\     dw(v) + n(-))    -G(s,n(.))

= -j Ew  elo,pJ Qf h2(u,v)duSj     dw(v) + n(-)\

■G io,p j   (f h2(u,v)duj     dw(v) + n(-)\   da,

and hence the proof is complete.
We now give two corollaries to Theorem 2.

Corollary 1. If h = 1 on Q, then (3.4) becomes

G(s, n(-)) = Ew[y/(pVS=s~w(-) + n(-))]

+ J   Ew[(e-G)(o,pVb~=~sw(-) + n(-))]dcj,

which agrees with Theorem A given by Cameron and Storvick.

Corollary 2. Let <p(o, x, y(-)) be bounded and continuous on QxC[0, 7] (in

the uniform topology for y). Let £(u) be defined on R such that £(u) exp(-yu2)
is integrable on R for every y > 0. Let G be given by

G(s, ?/(.)) m Ex  expiy   J (j>(o,x, pZ(x;o,x) + n(x))dadx\

•Z(pZ(x;S,T) + n(T))\x(s,-) = 0  .
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Then G satisfies the following integral equation:

G(s,n(-)) = EW   Ap J*(j\2(u,v)du\     dw(v) + n(T)\

+ EW   j   j  <t>lo,x,p[  (J h2(u,v)du\     dw(v) + n(x)\ dx

d-Glo,pf (fh2(u,v)du\     dw(v) + n(-)\ do  .

Proof. This   corollary   follows   from   Theorem   2   by   setting   o(s,y)    =

fi4>(s,v,y(v))dv and y,(y(.)) =£(y(T)).

4. Solution of the integral equation

In §3 it was shown that for each n e C[0, 7] and y/ e sf(C[0, 7]), the

function

G(s,r,(')) = (llQs(Fs)ip)(r,(-))

satisfies the Kac-Feynman Wiener integral equation (3.4) under a suitable as-
sumption on 9 . We show here that the integral equation has a unique solution.

Our first lemma follows easily by checking the mean and covariance func-

tions.

Lemma 3. Let kx, k2e L2[0, 7], and let w and wx be two independent stan-

dard Wiener processes on [0,7]. Then f0kx(u)dw(u) +fQk2(u)dwx(u) and

Jo V ̂ i2(M) + ^2 (") dw(u) are equivalent processes on [0, 7].

Lemma 4. Let h e L2(Q), y/ e sf(C[0, 7]), and let

(4.1) A(s,n(-)) = EW    y/lpj  (j  h2(u,v)du\      dw(v) + ri(.)\

for neC[0,T]. Then

(4.2) Ew   aIo,pJ  (J h2(u,v)du)      dw(v) + n(-))    =A(s,n(-)).

Proof. Using the definition of A(-, •), we may write the left-hand side of (4.2)

as

I = EwiEWi    y/lpJ  if  h2(u,v)du\     dwx(v)

+P j   (/   h2(u,v)du\    dw(v) + n(') j    j.

An application of Lemma 3 to the last expression yields

I = EW    y/lp J If h2(u,v)du)     dw(v) + *(•)]     ,

which completes the proof of the lemma.
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Theorem 3. Let d(s,y(-)) be bounded by M on [0, S] x C[0, 7] and be
continuous there (in the uniform topology for y), let y/ e sf(C[0, 7]), and let

X > 0 with p = X~xl2 . Then for n e C[0, 7], the solution of the Kac-Feynman
Wiener integral equation (3.4) is given by

(4.3) G(s,n(-)) = f^Hj(s,n(-)),
j=0

where the sequence {Hj} is given inductively by

(4.4) H0(s, «(■)) = Ew   y/lp J  (j* h2(u,v)du)     dw(v)+ *(■))    ,

and

(4.5)
Hj+i(s,n(>))

= J Ew   (d-Hj)L,pf  U°h2(u,v)du\     dw(v) + n(-)\    do.

The solution G(s, n(-)) satisfies the inequality

(4.6) \G(s, V(-))\ < A(s, *(•)) exp{MS},

and (4.3) is the only solution satisfying (4.6).

Proof. First, we establish that

\Hj(s, n(-))\<[M{S~S)]JA(s, if(-))

(4.7) <iMjDLA(s ,„(.))   fox f = 0,1,....

The case 7 = 0 follows from (4.1). Assume (4.7) holds for some j . Then from

(4.5) it follows that

\Hj+i(s,n(-))\<^j\o-syEw   a{o,pJ^  ( f h2(u, v)du^j

• dw(v) + n(-))   do.

Next applying (4.2), we obtain

Mj+X                  fs                      Mj+x(S -s)j+x
\HJ+i(s, »,(.))| < —As, V(.))J  (a-sydo =-J*^     A(s, »(•)).

Thus,

oo

(4.8) £!#;(*, *(■))! <^(*. r,(.))exv{MS},

j=0
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and hence, by the dominated convergence theorem,

[ Ew   dlo,p f (f h2(u,v)du\     dw(v) + n(-)\

■jrHj(cj,p[(rh2(u,v)du\     dw(v) + n(-))    do

= EjfE*» \e [a>p J (1°h2{u>v)du)   dw{v) + ̂ )

•Hjlo,pf  (f h2(u,v)du\     dw(v) + n(-)\   do

oo oo

= E HMS. *(*)) - E Hfa > *(')) - Ho(s, r,(-)).
j=0 j=0

Therefore,
oo

G(s,n(')) = '£Hj(s, ff(-))

is a solution of (3.4). Furthermore, using (4.8), G(s, n(-)) satisfies the inequal-

ity (4.6).
To show that (4.3) is the only such solution, assume that Gi(s, n(-)) is

another such solution. Then H = G - Gi is a solution of the equation

H(s,n(-)) = J Ew   (6-H)la,pJ  (j°h2(u,v)du\

(4.9) • dw(v) + n(-)\   do,

satisfying the condition

(4.10) \H(S, 7/(0)1 < 2A(s, n(-))exp{MS}.

The use of (4.10) in (4.9) together with the fact that \d(-, -)\<M yields

(4.11)

\H(s,n(-))\<2Mexp{MS}[  Ew  A la, p J  (fh2(u,v)du\

•dw(v) + n(-) J   da

= 2Mexp{MS}A(s, n(-))(S-s),

where the last equality follows from (4.2).  Next we use (4.11) in (4.9) and

obtain that

\H(s, 7(0)| < 2M2exp{MS}A(s, n(.))£^L.

Repeating this procedure, it follows by induction that

\H(s, 7/(0)| < exv{MS}A(s, ri(-))[M{S~s)]" ,        » = 1,2,3,....
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Thus H(s, n(-)) = 0, and hence the uniqueness of the solution is established.

The following corollary to Theorem 3 follows from the fact that

(llQs(Fs)y,)(n(.)) = Ex  exp\j\(o,pZ(x;o,.) + n(.))do\

■W(pZ(x;S,-) + t]('))\Z(x;s,-) = 0

= G(s,n(.)).

Corollary 3. Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 3,

Ex  exp I j   d(o, pZ(x;o,-) + n(-))do\

(4.12) -y/(pZ(x;S,-) + n(-))\Z(x;s,-) = 0

oo

= £#„(*, ?(•)),

«=0

where the sequence {Hn} is the same as in Theorem 3. In particular, setting

s = 0 we have

(4.13)

Ex  exp I J 6(o,pZ(x; a,-) + n('))do\y/(pZ(x;S, ■) + *(•))

= EW   yslpjlj\2(u,v)du\     dw(v) + n(-)\

+ E/   £»,,...,«,„,,j f[e[oj,p'E[ IT h2(u>v)du)

•dwk(v) + n(-)\

'^kE/  [Jkh2(u,v)du\     dwk(v) + n(-)\\ da,

where

A„(S) = {a = (oi, ... , o„): 0 = o0 < oi < ■ ■ ■ < o„ < an+i = S}.

Example 3. Using Corollary 3, we can express the Yeh-Wiener integral

(4.14)     I = EX  exp J /   /  (p(a,x, fZ f° h(u,v)dx(u,v)j dxda\

as a sum of Lebesgue integrals, where tp(s, t, u) is a bounded continuous func-

tion on Q x R. To do so we choose y =1, p = 1, r\ = 0 and we let

0(s,y(-))= f  <t>(s,x,y(x))dx.
Jo
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In addition for n = 1,2, ... let

A„(S) = {d = (oi,...,on):0 = Oo<ai<---<on<S}.

Then using (4.13) we have

7 = Fx  exp< /   (pio,       /   h(u, v)dx(u, v) J do >

00      .

= 1 + /, /      Fw,,...,w„
*=i yMS)

'III   e(aJ>i2f0 \[k h2(u,v)du\     dwk(v)\    \do

oo       .

= ^+ y.    Ew>> - •w"

•In jf * U- • *>. e [' {[k **(«»»> <*«) <^v)) dxi \ds

= 1 + 2-» /       / w>' ••• • w«
^ 7a„(5)7(0,7-]-

• I n0 (*', tj-, e^T; (/a* ^2(m>y)rfM) rf«"k(v)) Irffds

To evaluate the Wiener integrals involved above, we introduce the following

notation: For I < j <n, define

"n-j+\(uj,j > uj,j+l » *•• j M;',n » T/.T«)

'0   if ti, ... , t„ are not all distinct,
r i — 1/2 T

= < n 2*r *2   exp -{uiKur?*   otherwise'

where (a;,..., a„) is a permutation of (j, ... ,n) such that t0j < Taj+I <

■■■ <xan and a;_i = 0, To = 0, and Ujto = 0. Then, we have

/=1 + E/       / / \\wn-j+i(Ujj,...,Uj,n;Xj,...,xn)
^7A„(5)7[o,r]"7Rn(»+i)/2 ^ L

• <f> I Oj,, Xj-,, E "* j 1 f dudxdo.
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Example 4. Let <f> and 8 be as in Example 3 above. Then

Fx    / d)[CT,x,       /   h(u,v)dx(u,v)\ dxdo
Jo  Jo      \ Jo Jo J

= Jo  £ I2* Uo k2}    ' I/{a'r'U)eXP{-2lj^}dudTd(T

= I Ew   el a, ! (f h2(u,v)du\     dw(v)\   do.
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